Planned Course of Study Writing for 2012-2013 Courses

- www.pdesas.org - create an account

- Clear Standards Tab - PA Academic Standards and Assessment Anchors

- Curriculum Framework Tab - Essential Questions, Grade Level Concepts & Grade Level Competencies

- Complete pg. 1 (Course Description, Essential Questions, and Course Competencies) of the Planned Course of Study Document. Copy and paste the Essential Questions and Course Competencies from the SAS website. Send to Christina for review and approval prior to beginning work on pg. 2 (Course Syllabus).

- After gaining approval, complete pg. 2 (Course Syllabus and Teaching Strategies Utilized). Incorporate the grade level concepts from the SAS website in the course content portion of the course syllabus. Send to Christina for review and approval prior to beginning work on the remainder of the document.

- After gaining approval, complete remaining pages of the document. Grade level concepts and competencies should be incorporated into/tied to the objectives, activities, and forms of assessment in the remainder of the planned course of study document. When complete, send to Christina for review.